John Hare-Grogg T’16, Undeclared
Alyssa Coughenour T’16, Public Policy, Spanish, Journalism and Media
Emma Campbell-Mohn T’16, Undeclared
Korrine Terroso T’15, Biophysics, Women’s Studies
Stefan Fertala T’15, Mechanical Engineering
Christine Delp T’15, Undeclared
Grace Ann Danello T’15, Undeclared
Niara Wright T’14, Mechanical Engineering
Kristen Westfall T’14, Biology, Chemistry, Genome Sciences and Policy
Alissa Wall T’14, Biology, English, Chemistry
Caitlin Tutterow T’14, Biology, English, Japanese
Kelly Schuering T’14, Public Policy, Chemistry, Global Health
Adam Petty T’14, Religion

Duke Chapel PathWays, please contact Beth Gettys Sturkey, Director of Development, at (919) 684-5351 or at beth.sturkey@duke.edu.
http://chapel.duke.edu/community/pathways

Duke Chapel PathWays provides opportunities for students to hear and respond to God’s call for their lives on campus, in Durham, and beyond, through study, counsel, service, and community. Among the many students who connect with PathWays each year, a select group displays a unique commitment to engage in the work of vocational discernment at a deeper level. These students are eager to take purposeful steps in determining how to connect their talents and passions with the world’s deepest needs. We proudly call these students PathWays Chapel Scholars.

Chapel Scholars form the backbone of PathWays programming by participating widely in courses, discernment groups, mission trips, summer internships, and community service. Students are selected through an application and interview process that asks them to reflect on their journey of faith and sense of calling. Once accepted, scholars commit to meet frequently with Chapel staff, participate in the worship life of Duke Chapel, and reflect regularly on their Duke experience and understanding of vocation. They also become eligible to receive grants for mission and service trips. Through these opportunities, Duke Chapel PathWays is able to support an extraordinary group of scholars as they listen to the heart of God.
FROM THE DIRECTOR’S DESK

Adam Hollowell, Director of Student Ministry

The name ‘PathWays’ suggests that discovering one’s calling is a process—a deepening journey of faith. Our aim is to create opportunities for students to listen to the heart of God during their time at Duke and to imagine new possibilities for this journey of faith. Nowhere is this more evident than in our Chapel Scholars community. As you can see from the list below, Chapel Scholars represent a wide array of academic interests and areas of research, from Biomedical Engineering to Russian Studies. They are also pursuing careers as diverse as rural medicine, ordained ministry, law, public service, social entrepreneurship, and international missions. I’m proud to know that such remarkable diversity bursts forth from a group of students earnestly seeking to respond to God’s call for their lives. God is truly doing unique and wonderful things through these young students.

We are especially pleased to be blessing and commissioning 29 new PathWays Chapel Scholars. We honor and celebrate our entire group of 89 Scholars and trust that you’ll join us in praying for their continued success at Duke, in Durham, and beyond.

MEET THE 2012-13 PATHWAYS CHAPEL SCHOLARS

Casey Edwards T’12, Public Policy
Ashley Hughes T’12, Psychology, Chemistry
Sara Adam T’13, International Comparative Studies, History
Arun Augustine T’13, Biology, Chemistry, Religion
Kaitlyn Batt T’13, Psychology, Spanish
Canon Brodar T’13, Biology, Philosophy, Chemistry
Laura Ezell T’13, Public Policy, History
Emily Gall T’13, History, English, Russian
Michael Gay T’13, Economics, Public Policy
Michael Hammett T’13, History, Religion
Susan Hilbig T’13, Biology, Earth and Ocean Sciences
Maggie Howell T’13, History, French
Alana Jackson T’13, Program II
Mark Kagika T’13, Mechanical Engineering, Music
Allison Khoo T’13, Biology, Religion
Kristian King T’13, Biology, Chemistry
Frances Lobo T’13, Neuroscience, Psychology
Emily Mattoon T’13, Biology, Chemistry, Religion
John McLean T’13, Religion
Wilma Metcalf T’13, Public Policy
Nadine Michel T’13, Neuroscience, Music, Chemistry
Katherine Morrow T’13, Public Policy
Yijia Mu T’13, Computer Science, Biology
Uchenna Osuji T’13, Biology, Chemistry, English
Cameron Oswalt T’13, Biology, Spanish
William Parham T’13, Political Science, Religion, History
Jamie Patrick T’13, Environmental Science
Kathleen Perry T’13, Religion, Chemistry
Ann Prybylowski T’13, Biology, Chemistry, Women’s Studies
Lewis Purcell T’13, Russian Studies, History
Priscille Schettini T’13, Psychology
Maggie Smith T’13, Biomedical Engineering
Hannah Smith T’13, Religion, Biology
Elyn Stenzel T’13, Psychology, Chemistry
Jocelyn Streid T’13, English
David Watson T’13, Political Science, History, Psychology
Amy Wigger T’13, Religion, Philosophy
Ivy Zhou T’13, Public Policy, English, Music
Elizabeth Blackwood T’14, History, Art History
Hannah Brown T’14, Neuroscience, French Studies
Li Chen T’14, Public Policy
Connor Cotton T’14, Civil Engineering, Religion
Natalie Ferguson T’14, Biology, Art, Chemistry
Kaitlin Gladney T’14, Psychology, English
Daisy Grijalva T’14, Religion, English
Andrew Leon Hanna T’14, Public Policy, Philosophy and Economics
Catharine Kappauf T’14, Biology, Spanish
Coulter Knapp T’14, Biology, Computer Science, Chemistry
Taylor Knight T’14, Economics
Tory Lang T’14, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Computer Science
Emily Lawrence T’14, English
Elizabeth Lester T’14, History
Andrea Lewis T’14, International Comparative Studies, English
Joy Liu T’14, Public Policy
Melina Lopez T’14, History, Religious Studies
Christie McConnell T’14, Mathematics, Religion
Madeline McKelway T’14, Economics
Kirsten Osborne T’14, Program II